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case, instead of being the causal problem, it is merely one of the symptoms
of a character problem and becomes
Jess significant as the more general
character disturbance is resolved.
Emphasis has been placed on homosexuality in this manuscript because it
is the most obvious disturbance in an
individual which is not compatible
with mental health.
Conclusion
What forms of sexual activity are
compatible with mental health? Must
we consider that only penile-vaginal
intercourse is normal? There is~eneral
agreement, that there is more than one
purpose for the performance of the
sex act. Procreation is undoubtedly
one of its biological purposes. Psychologically, pleasure is also one of its
important ends. Therefore, pleasure
without the possibility of procreation
undoubtedly falls in the range of
mental health. Such pleasure must be
mutually acceptable. This is a frequent
difficulty and one concerning which
many married people, particularly
women , find difficulty in discussing. A
great deal of anxiety in this area may
be avoided if the couple is assured that
any act which is desirable or acceptable to both parties is permissible as
part of the sex play prior to
intercourse.
There is no doubt that incest is not
healthy, nor is prostitution , pedophilia
or rape. On the other hand , lesser
degrees of sadism and masochism to an
extent acceptable to both partners are
within normal limits. Fellatio, cunnilinctus, and sodomy between consenting married couples are not evidence of mental ill-health. These merely mean a fixation of the libido at an
earlier stage of development with sexu-
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al pleasure fixated at that level. It
their worst, this is immature behavi• :
which is not necessarily abnormal. f
one were to consider these sext I
activities from their mental heal 1
standpoint alone, it seems clear t~ t
occasional acts of this sort fall witt n
normal limits even though the act dt ·s
not always end with the deposition 1f
the semen in the vagina.

In the short space available, < e
cannot list all sexual anomalies ~ d
their relation to mental health . Fo a
more comp lete discussion ,
·e
Cavanagh, John R. , Sexual Anomal s,
Cli>rpus Books, Washington
1d
Cleveland , 1969.
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While the treatment of homosexuality by a group psychotherapeutic approach is the topic assigned
S to me, to review some aspects of the
disorder, and ~ecially to present
some thoughts about factors contributing to its development I feel wiiJ be
helpful.
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To me there is no such thing as a
homosexual. I regard homosexual
activity and orientation as but a
symptom in an individual who is maladjusted. To regard homosexuality as a
clinical entity and to think that aH
homosexuals are alike, have identical
personality organization and to believe
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that they can all be treated in the same
fashion is folly.
In this presentation only a brief
discussion of factors that contribute I?
the developmen t of a homosexual onentation is possible because they .are
complex and numerous. At thts tu~
there are few who believe that hereditary and hormonal influences are contributing factors. It is. reg~ded as a
symptom that is expenenttally determined and as such should respond to
corrective experience provided by a
therapeutic program, and in my experience group psychotherapy is more
consistently an effective approach.

ll has long been recognize~ t~at the

. ment ·tn which an tndJVJdual
envtron
develops will, to a large degree, det.ermine his or her attitudes, and e.spectally his attitude toward self. It ts n~ed
less to say that the person reared tn a
home where there is kindly and considerate atmosphere will have a more
advantageous experience . than . one
brought up in a home tn ~htch a
mother is harsh and castratmg. The
boy who fea rs, and is dominated. by .
his mother to the point of pas~tvely
submitting to her dominance wtll be
handicapped in his efforts to b~come a
distinct individual. He is more h~ely to
beome a puppet-like character JJlcap~
ble of self-assertiveness. Such a dominated person is prone to develop much
pent up hostitility with a baste fear
and resentment of women because
they regard all women as t~reatening
and castrating. A daughter . ts equally
frustrated when similarly dominated
and is likewise handicapped in t.he
development of a confident, a~serttv.e
and outgoing personality. ~hiJe . tlus
kind of experience is haod1cappmg 1

do not mean to imply that one sui
jected to it is necessarily destined . '
be homosexually oriented.
.
T he controlling over-protect • ~
mother can. and does. exercise equll v
damaging effects upon her ch.ildren Y
preventing them from beco~llng c~ •dent. assertive and well adjusted. n .tviduals capable of making meanm· ul
attachments to others.
Fathers, too, are recognized as
tributing to the personality or
zation of their children. The ho
aggressive and castrating .fathe •
prevent a son from becommg a .~
dent male with an adequate m~Sl
image. He is fearful of com pet.m ~
his father and subsequently wtth
males. Undue passivity ma~ ag.
the result of such a relat .onsl
daughter of such a father can d
a basic hostility to men th.
handicap her in all subsequen'
personal relationships.
A passive. ineffective oral
ther does not provide a I
opportunity of identifying
meaningful male figure nor
enable a daughter to bee.>
quainted with desirable I
attributes. Warmth. affect
security are desirable att rib•
home but where there is s1
tween parents for domi•
supremacy the children art
by result ing turmoil and tht
of the role of parents ts faul
contributes to the develo
intrapsychic contlict and
and does not prepare 1h
effectively for roles they ~~
by nature to play in our S\
zat ion .
It is in the home that ot
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security and self image is determined.
There is general understanding that
lack of demonstrable acceptance and
unmistakable love can have a lasting
effect upon the confidence the infant
develops in his environment. The
change of the mother from being the
principal source of comfort to the role
of frustrater can have disturbing
effects if the frustration is harsh and
inconsistent. Where mother and others
endeavor to control and guide by
' harsh criticism a deroga tory self image
may be 1m~hted and nothing can have
a more disturbing effect than the
frequent expressions of disappointment in the child and especially to
compare him unfavourably to others.
Activation of guilt is anot her means
by which many parents aim to control
the behavior of chi ldren, and intensifiL cation of guilt about things sexual is
often ini~ted very early and is handicapping. It is in the first year of life
that feelings of sexual guilt are first
activated. When mother is changing
the soiled diaper and the child reaches
into the soiled genital area the hand is
often slapped and the act is labelled
bad, dirty, naughty or similarly denounced as unacceptable. Consequently, at age one and a half or two
when a child becomes curious about
the sexual endowments of another
they already know that this is "bad ,"
' and carry out their investigations in
pnvate out o mothe vision. Subsequent discovery by mother or others
of acts of sexual curiosity ue vigorously denounced rath er than capitalized as opportunities to assist the
child toward an appropriate understanding of self and others.

Experiences such as those described
are Well recognized as contributing to
the development of personality prob-
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lems but none of them are specific for
the development of a homosexual
orientation. In my experience in reviewing the life histories of homosexuals there is a factor that occurs
very commonly and although it is not
specific I consider it important because it contributes substantially to
the development of a derogatory self
image , a sense of loneliness and isolation that definitely predisposes to
homosexuality and requires only exposure, to inHiate active homosexual
behavior.
That to which J refer is not something that happened but an experience
of which the person was deprived. I
have called it "scrambling." Through
unstructured play. children from the
toddling period through the pre-school
period, are prone to do much running,
falling. embracing, wrestling and tugging ; playing in such a manner that
there is much physical contact with
one's age peers of both sexes. As a
result of this they experience closeness
that leaves no doubt about their
acceptance by their peers. They know
they belong.
In this type of unstructured scrambling play it is inevitable that one will
experience some injury and when this
occurs a cry of pain usually stops the
play and all show concern for the
injured one. When the pain eases it is
usually the injured one who again
start s up the action. Children afforded
the opportunity of this type of play
know the meaning of close and warm
frie ndship because they have embraced
the warm active body of their peers
they know th<:tt friend s can hurt without meaning to do so. They also learn
that good friends can get angry at
what they do but the anger is dt:.missed and they patch up their differences. They know what it IS to share

IS I

enjoyment with others as well as to
experience concern over the misfortune of another and to know that
others are concerned about their welfare.
Unfortunately parents often deprive children of this type of experience. They protect them from being
hurt , unaware of the fact that their
admontbOi)j about getting hurt , getting
dirty or gelling their clothes torn
prevent their children from developing
the capacity to explore and to experience the feeling of belonging and
enjoying close intimate experiences
with those with whom they will live
most of their lives - their peers. ln the
review of the 'developmental experiences of homosexuals I have found
this absence of peer play in the preschool period to be a consistent factor.
Work that lends support to my
belief that this scrambling experience
is almost essential to development of
the capacity to develop warm, intimate and meaningful relations with
others in the experiments with monkeys by Harlow. He has shown that
when male and female monkeys born
in captivity are reared in absolute
isolation for six months when they are
placed in the company of monkeys of
the same and opposite sex similarly
reared in isolation they never develop
the capacity to relate to each other.
They never play , they avoid all contact
with each other and never develop the
capacity to copulate.
During this scrambling period,
physical intimacy becomes an acceptable and enjoyable experience and as a
result they develop agility and coordination, an asset wh ich enables boys
to participate in games and athletic
act ivities with confidence and girls to
be graceful and self-assured.
The boy who has been deprived of
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the rough and tumble scrambling play
is handicapped when he starts to
school because he is not adept in the
athletic activities which interest boys
in the early part of school life. They
judge each other by their athlet il
abil ities and physical capabilities. Th1
boy who is afraid of rough play anc
shows little athletic ability or intere!>
is often labeled "sissy" or "Mama
boy" and may become unduly con
pliant , and because of their passiv
nature they often become "teache1
pet," . and alienation from their pee
becomes permanently established 1
trus period. Because they do not enjo
peer acceptance they often compet
sate by courting the approval of adul
and become outstanding scholars wl
are openly approved by their teacht'
and other adults as being sensible at
mature. To be so regarded does n
improve their stat us with their pee
Often mothers and teachers consit
the poorly adjusted boy as sensil
and mature and many are directed it >
artistic pursuits and are encouraged ·J
develop their "musical and art i• c
talents." Because they are quiet : d
compliant in the classroom many e
directed toward religious life.
The lonely and alienated child 1 ty
be wretched in grammar school an in
Jun ior and Senior High school he ' 1y
enter certain sport s such as tr k,
tennis, gymnastics or other avail lie
individual sports and attain a degn.. of
recognition in these, but seldom 1 he
able to develop that feeling of beh 1ging. When the age of puberty arrive he
is often lonely and has to deal ' ith
act ivated sex drive without the 1 ·assuring company of friends who together work through the problen , of
puberty and adolescence and 1 ool
their anxieties and experience in
dating and making an effective hc.cro·
sexual adjustment , and the grou '• if
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one is integrated, can act as a vehicle
in which the individual moves from
one level of adjustment to the next
highest.
Time is too limited to go into the
development of an awareness of being
different on the part of those who
develop a homosexual orientation but
the majority recognize that they were
"different" well before they started to
school. Awareness of sexual interest
may also develop early but is usually
preceded by a distressing feeling of
loreliness and aloofness. Often rigid
teachings about the dangers of the
opposite sex is a factor in making their
adjustment so difficult and the fear of
girls causes them to seek a "warm,"
" intimate" relationship with another
person and because by insinuation
those of the same sex are "safe" they
may accept the first homosexual
approach of an equally maladjusted
peer or by an adult , often one who
enjoys a privileged relationship wi~
them such as uncles, brothers and even
parents.
Masturbation and mutual masturbation is so common that it need not be
the cause of great concern when it
occurs in puberty and adolescence but
in those who are more maladj usted
those activities initiated in the pubertal or pre-pubertal period may continue into adult life and many will
report that they were "homosexuaJ"
from a very early age and were active
with peers and adults very early. It is
the basic feeling of loneliness and isolation that leads one into active homosexual experience. Some have said, "It
is better to be wanted as a sexual
object than to feel that nobody wants
you ."
In discussing treatment it is well to
point out that all homosexuals are not
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alike any more than all heterosexuals
are alike and not all are likely to
benefit from treatment. It is the intensity of their personality defect and
maladjustment that will , in the long
run, determine the outcome of
treatment.
Briefly, those who strongly identify
themselves with the opposite sex,
those strongly anti-social and identified with homosexual organizations
seldom respond to any treatment a(}proach. Those who are unhappy with
their adjustment and especially those
who are disillusioned by their homosexual experiences and relationships
have a favorable outlook. Some who
maintain that they are happy with
their adjustment are only rationalizing
and they may respond to treatment,
especially in a group.
As I have indicated earlier, to me
homosexuality is but a symptom of
personality maladjustment and treatment of the homosexually oriented
should be no different than the treatment of any other personality or
character disorder. I have turned to
the use of a group approach because I
have had a long experience in its use in
all types of psychiatric disorders and
will only point out the dynamics that
make it an effective approach to the
treatment of the homosexually
oriented. I do not, however, imply
that individual treatment cannot be
equally successful.

Our culture rejects homosexuaHty
and as a result of trus the afflicted
harbor some understandable reset'ltment and hostility. Until recent years
psychiatrists were anything but optimistic about the outcome of treatment
because Freud's pessimistic attitude
dominated psychiatric thinking and
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reaching. It was not unusual for those
seeking psychiatric help to be told that
they could not be helped except to
live more comfortably with their problem.
To be effective the therapist cannot
harbor any disapproval, contempt or
other negative attitude toward those
who are so oriented and must have an
honest conviction that the approach
and technique he uses is an effective
one and that he can help patients to
move on to a more adequate adjustment. Where negativistic attitudes
exist in the mind of the therapist it is
inevitable that they will be unconsciously communicated to the patient
and defeat is assured.
On introduction to treatment we
emphasize that homosexuality is but a
symptom of their pattern of maladjust ment and the patient is informed
that the group is made up of those
who have among their personality
proble ms the same symptoms and are
united in their effort to undergo
change. The group members accept
each other as they are and since they
are joined in an effort to undergo
alteration it is reassuring to each to be
accepted as something other than a
sexual object and to be part of a group
that has a socially acceptable goal.
This acceptance by a group , as well as
a therapist who represents authority,
(society) is a reassuring experience.
Those who enter the group with
any residual feelings that homosexuality is what they want may soon
be challenged by members of the
group to tell them what is so wonderful about homosexuality. Here they
are talking to those who have had
experience and their rationalizations
about their pattern of adjustment are
soon destroyed . When one is confronted by those who are disillusioned
154
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by their homosexuality and despise i
anxiety is thereby increased and eve
patients who were not motivated 1
change on entering treatment but wer
forced into treatment because of arre
or family pressures change their at t
tude and cooperate in treatment an
undergo change. This breaking do"
of their rationalizations is somethir
that a group can accomplish that
d if ficult to attain in individu
treatment.
ln the group one is able to lea '
that others are interested in him a1
are pleased by his progress in his wo
and in other areas of activity. H
becomes a meaningful person tooth( s
who accept him, encourage him a 1
help him ga in a better image f
himself.
Discussions of the traumatic expt 1ences of early life, especially in : e
family , eventually leads to the de\ 1opment of a more tolerant attill e
toward parents and other authoritar n
figures. Expressions of hostility e
understood and accepted and the fu lily of harboring such feelings tow d
the altitudes of our culture .-e
learned. The real intent of pare1 Jl
behavior becomes more easily um rstood in the group atmosphere ana •n
emerging acceptance enables meml rs
to become more tolerant and ss
fearful of authoritarian and parer al
figures.
More responsible behavior is xpected of group members and an
awa reness that masculinity i~ 1't
muscles but is a complex state in
wh ich courage and willingness to f ce
undertakings they might fear, devel••pS
as a joint project. As one mem'1 er
changes a job , leaves home or d ro~ ps
out of a gay group the other memhcrs
recognize that this represents prog•css
toward maturity and the confide tce
this activates is contagious.
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The unreality of their attitudes
toward the opposite sex is exposed
and even misconceptions about the
nature of the heterosexual union are
explored, with the therapist supplying
more appropriate information. All
through therapy there is constant reality testing and all feat ures of dynamic
psychlatry can be utilized in a curative
fashlon.
The group is always ready to reassure an anxious member as well as to
disapprove of one whose behavior is
contrary to the group mores, and
assuredly under the guidance of the
therapist the group can provide corrective experience to offset the effect of
early life experiences that were traumatic.

The progress of a member to where
he has commi tt~ d himself to a heterosexual course is one to which he is
realistically encouraged and the other
members are thereby reassured that
they too can reach a similar and even
more advanced stage of maturity.
When heterosexual courtships are
brought up fo r discussion our e~
phasis is that heterosexuality does not
constitute the ability to perform a
heterosexual union, but that sexual
maturity involves character traits that
enable one to make meaningful and
responsible relations with those of the
same as well as of the opposite sex,
and that ·a sexual relationship is not
the primary motivation for cultivating
the friendship. Integrity, courage, tenderness and compassion and other
desirable traits are recognized as essential to mature and ·lasting relationships.
At all times the group interrelationships are realistic and as a
member reaches an adequate level of
adju stment the members, having
known him for many months, are
August , 1971

prepared for his departure if he has
truly progressed. With equal acumen
they recognize the one who would
leave prematurely by taking " flight
into cure." On such an occasion the
group quite often has encouraged
members to remain in treatment.
Commenting finally on the rationale of group psychotherapy , I shall
quote the words of one of the earliest
proponents of group psychotherapy,
Cody Marsh , who said, " by the crowd
they have been broken , by the crowd
they can be healed ."
The group may provide each individual the o pportunity of reliving correctively experiences which were traumatic in early life. I have often felt
that practically all of life's experiences
can be duplicated in a group from the
birth anxiety through the final separation from the members who have
provided a new and favorable social
milieu.
On entering the group the therapist
is a parent figure who provides reassurance and protection. He accords them
all significance and tolerance and permits difference of opinions among the
members as well as objections to hls
views and when hostility is expressed
there is no retaliation.
They find acceptance as they are
and fin d themselves joined in a common cause in which they seek understanding of self and others. They learn
respect fo r others and know that by
their behavior they must earn respect
and maintain it.
They learn through discussions that
parental motivation was usually to
guide and not to just frustrate and
deprive.
They are aware of growth in others
and they are motivated to change.
There is constant reality testing and
they acquire new values.
155
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T hey tease, encourage, they scold
and even ridicule each other but there
is no malice. The teasing and ridicule l
have often felt is similar to the "scrambling play ," and conveys the same
feeling of acceptance and belonging as
that early period of close and intimate
play .

~.

As they grow together they reexamine the traumatic experiences of
each other's early life and recognize
the effect that it had upon them and
how they responded . They know that
they are changing and recognize their
release from fear and hostility as they
acqu ire a better image of themselves
and relinquish old and self defeating
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During the November 1970 workshop on homosexuality and religion
held at the Catholic University the
question was presented to me whether
I would give absolution in the confessional to a homosexual who had every
intention of re@iining a homosexual
liaison, or what is sometimes called a
homosexual " marriage." The interrogator added that this homosexual did
not feel that he was doin g wrong in
such an overt p ractice of h omosexuality, because h e knew of no other
way to have a stable human friend ship,
and did not want to lapse into the
promiscuous kind of life so characteristic of many homosexuals.
I replied that in conscience I could
not give absolution to this individual,
unless he agreed to give up this practice because I regarded such a way of
living as a serious violation o f the
Ch ristian norms of sexual conduct. To
this reply it was objected that I had
overlooked the fact that the individual
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